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ABSTRACT :

KEY WORDS: -  

The main aim of this study of R. K. Narayan’s The Guide is to analysis is based on the observation 
of the social structures revealed in this novel. It is very often observed that a writer knowingly or 
unknowingly portrays characters against a particular social environment or background. The work of 
writer usually represents the picture of that society against the local setting, where his novels or his 
works are set. The idea, belief and aspirations of the people are represented modern ideas by the 
writer through the media of his characters. Therefore it is not irrelevant to study a particular character 
against its social and cultural background.       

particular social environment , novels , social and cultural background
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INTRODUCTION:
R K Narayan’s novel The guide appeared in 1958. Its plot is again set in and around Malgudi. This 

paper proposes to examine the modernistic quality found in the novel. The Guide (1958), a Sahitya 
Akademi Award winner novel(1960) is Narayan’s tour be force  not only for its artistic excellence but 
also for its popular modernistic appeal. Narayan also as a chance to see modernistic life led by central 
characters of the novel. The story pass through   farmer agricultural to an industrial economy and he 
uses the setting to make it sense as an authentic background for the different phases the characters 
goes through.

Modernism is a complex and diverse movement in the arts that provided great Renaissance of 
the 20th century, most of the revolutionary works of modernism belong to the second and Third 
decades of the century. This movement developed by many issues and many important prominent 
figures. English literature produced during Victorian and later Victorian period was patently minor 
when compare to the vast literature produced during the modernist movement. The Victorian 
literature had its own influence and significes in the literature during the own influence and signifinces 
in the literature during the 20th centuries devoted from it. This devotion may be compared to a river 
enriched by many streams and the modernist era begins from 1900.

R K Narayan born in 1970 in Madars, his thoughs, feelings the stirring of the soul, the way word 
movements of the consciousness are all of the soil of India. He is one of the few writers in India who take 
their craft seriously, constantly striving to improve the instrument pursuing with sense of dedication 
what may often seem to be the mirage of technical perfection .

In the Guide author gives us a chance to see them pass through from agricultural to an industrial 
economy and he uses the setting to make it serve as an authentic background for the different phases 
the characters of through. The central character of the novel Raju himself passes as it were from a state 
of innocence to a state of experience.

Like some modern novels does aim exploring the hollowness of modern life and modern 
mechanism of the day today life of middle class society in Indian scenario and Narayan subjugate the 
individual to the omnipotent social mechanism and  the so called central character in the novel Raju is 
more drawn to free  choice ultimately transforming him from and ordinary man into a saintly reform of 
mankind, though his action are not always guided by any religious and anti religious implication his 
transformation take place under circumstance beyond his control. The central character’s worldly life in 
its different angles, colours and shades of feelings is expressed in the early phase of this novel while his 
quest in a situation over which he has almost no control is highlighted by the novelist in the later part of 
the story.

Narayan’s the Guide echoes the pursuit of material pleasure in the shape of the attachments the 
real attachment of Raju with the charming and sensitive dancer lady Rosie, he experiences joys and 
sorrows in quick succession but ultimately his degeneration creates in him intense mental conflict 
suffering, it is also common aspect of the modernist behaviours and creates in him intense mental 
conflicts and suffering, it is also common aspects of the modernists behaviours and mannerism showed 
by Naranyan through the important character of the novel.

Raju, the son of the a petty burger at the railway station who sells peppermint, fruits, tobacco 
etc then comes to have own his father death he develops to selling different types of books corner of 
India for sightseeing soon Raju became famous ‘Railway Raju’ hired by tourists to Mempi hills and 
caves.

While working as tourist guide comes to contact with elegant Roise, she has been educated 
taken M A Economics degree and also married rich and scholarly man whose interest on painting of 
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ancient art. Husband and wife have opposite nature make utilize by the tourist guide Raju, Roise has 
passion for dancing, the Raju falling in love with Roise, he also support to arouses her latent passion, 
become love’s prey, Raju suffering from a mental agony shattering the peace of his mind and feelings. 
Raju’s caring mother disapproving of her son’s dark relationship with dancing girl, soon she leaves the 
house with her brother, then Raju pay more attention to Roise not for his business and their himself into 
the physical relationship with Roise .

Then the material prosperity and the fortune occupy his attention. Now Raju arranges dance 
programmes for Roise, he adopts the name ‘Nalini’. As a dancer  Roise famous high-up in the sky with 
cash flowing into Raju, suddenly Raju and Roise move to new splendid house at new extension, then 
Raju finding enjoys the satisfaction showing way of life opulent with money, praise, dances, music, 
luxury and conflict Raju involved in the playing cards with big friends circle in room when there is the 
profuse supply of tea, coffee, food and alcoholic drinks . Then husband of Roise Macro’s book on the 
cultural history has come out of the press after some days Raju is arrested on a complaint from Macro 
on the change of forgery for his fake signing of Roise. Roise lets him know that she may go back to her 
husband; Raju is sentenced to two years imprisonment, thus his degeneration is caused by his purist of 
material pleasures.

There is a clash of caste, classes and interests in the persistence of time honour customs and the 
old values on the other hand and the weakening modern social and moral structure on the other hand. 
All this completely realised in terms of interactions of characters like Marco, Roise and Raju but roise 
lost interest in dance, when it was commercialised by raju because of he was an adventurer and all his 
talk of art and love for her proved to be so hollow and insincere in the light of the sordid use to which he 
had put Roise’s talent. 

Narayan shows admirable freedom from convention in the portrayal of Roise and their is in 
Macro a singleness of purpose and the fulfilment of not a very lendable objective, without a human 
centre study of the dead past cannot enrich the life of the present, so it has blinded him to present that 
to involving the research of hill and cave of the past ancient culture of the land. So Narayan shows him 
as wicked in the novel, he mistakes the means for the end forgets the main streams of life in his anxiety 
to belong to a tributary, but for the case of Raju is different when he utilizes the time and situation 
became commercialized his mind gaming and became rich and complex life.

When Raju comes out of jail he take s refuge in a temple situate in remote place, sitting on a 
stone slab near village temple with philosophical weariness and preoccupied with problem of so we 
how dragging his life by solving Velan’s problem with his daughters, he gradually earns respected of the 
ignorant villagers they consider and made him a holy ma. Raju soon realised that his spiritual status to 
be enhance to earn of daily bread, so he starts grew a bread and long hair to full and  his nape for a clean 
shaven. The villagers also started bringing so many things for him that he lost interest in accumulation 
so more respect an important stage in the making of the Mahatma. The next stage in the growth of the 
swami came when the rains failed and summer beaten up plants, animals, withering. The dreadful 
situation the holy man Raju is expected to endure the ordeal of standing keep-deep in water for two 
weeks and utter lines of prayer to bring down rain on earth. His penance successful, the Guide to the life 
of desire and lust is now transformed into a man eager to court suffering for alleviating the misery of the 
large humanity.

R. K. Narayan chief contribution to Indian English fiction is twofold, First he has created a tiny 
but perfectly credible universal in Malgudi, which is the same class a Hardy’s Wessex   and Faulkner’s   

According to M. K. Naik: 
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Yoknapatawpta and he has filled it with men and women, who are as real to us as the people actually 
around us, secondly an eagle-eyed observer of life and human nature he has illuminates the basic 
ironies, deep-seated ambiguities and existential dilemmas of the human condition.

R. K .Narayan manages by a mired of perception and choice of details of convey the Indian 
without a single false feelings or gesture.    

R. K. Narayan has blunt both the classical and romantic elements in his narrative structures he 
faithful describes society as it is found with critic on it, but in process of representation he does not 
forget keeping init a new thought of life here there is both ethical and esthetical combination in his 
writing. It has been recognized how modernism has been injunction during the ethical periods of Indian 
Renaissance. 

In the novel The guide the main characters are depicting the modernist elements the hero Raju 
belongs to society with many traditions and great cultural diversity but he goes an implement the 
modernist elements in his life that may e break down the traditional values, moral aspects desires for 
physical love disturbed the traditional family rejection of parental relationship and involve in illegal 
activity by making the forgery than he became a saint of the shake for the fear of self in discovery 
society and also how the morality in society is by dealing false worshiping the personality as a godly 
man and it’s also a combination of sincerity one hand and self depiction on the other, Another they we 
find there is not ethical ground for both characters Raju and Roise even Roise belongs to the traditional 
family and married women ready to reject husband and wife relationship and ready to disturbed the 
other family relations because of the self motive of fame and name .         
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